General Product FAQ
Q: What is the difference between 18-guage and 20-guage stainless steel?
A: 18-gauge stainless steel is thicker than 20-gauge, so an 18-gauge sink will be heavier and less flexible
than 20-gauge. This means that typically an 18-gauge sinks may cost more than a 20-gauge.
Q: What is the difference between sprayed granite and cultured marble?
A: Sprayed granite and cultured marble are both man-made materials, featuring either a faux-granite or
faux-marble finish. The main difference lies in the manufacturing process. Cultured marble consists of two
colors marbled together in the mold, then polished. Sprayed granite involves spraying a granulated mixture
into the mold along with several layers of clear coat then filled with a solid color before being polished.
Q: Part of my shower door is broken. Do you stock replacement parts?
A: Due to the wide variety of shower doors available on the market, it is not possible to keep all
replacement parts in stock. Every manufacturer is different, and parts for older models (10 years or older) are
not often readily available.
The more information you have, the easier it will be to find replacement parts. Sales receipts,
measurements, instruction manuals or spec sheets and photographs are all helpful in the process of ordering
parts. If we cannot find parts for your shower door, we can certainly help find you a new door to fit the space!
Q: What sizes to vanities come?
A: Vanities come in all sizes. Typically using a modular collection, vanities are available in 24”, 30”, 36”
and 48”. For small spaces there are even vanities that come in Dynasty Bathrooms offers an exclusive Empire
Decor vanity line that comes in standard and non-standard sizes. We can custom make any size vanity to your
specification at our local factory!
Q: My current sink has 3 holes, can I switch to a single lever faucet without changing the sink?
A: Yes! For both kitchen and bathroom single lever faucets many come with or have an option to
purchase an escutcheon plate. The plate will decoratively cover the holes and protect from water getting
where it shouldn’t.

